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Big Data

 Deep Learning Becomes Smarter and Brings Us Closer to Artificial General Intelligence

 Mixed Reality Will Drastically Improve Data Visualizations and Decision-Making

 Big-Data-as-a-Self-Service Solutions Will Catalyze Big Data Adoption
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Big Data
 Three “V”s of Big Data:
Big Data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety information 
assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information 
processing that enable enhanced insight, decision making, and process 
automation.                                            ---- Gartner; 2012

• Volume: big data doesn't sample; it just observes and 
tracks what happens

• Velocity: big data is often available in real-time
• Variety: big data draws from text, images, audio, video; 

plus it completes missing pieces through data fusion.

 The fourth “V”
• Veracity: to  reflect the need for data 

accuracy and validity.
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Big Data and Patents
 Patents and Intellectual Property are gradually gaining significance around the 

world.

 Patent data is uniquely suited for big data tools and techniques, because of the 
high volume, high variety (including related information) and high velocity of 
changes; Veracity is particularly important for patent data, because while some 
of the data is structured, much of it is human entered and includes many errors.

 In fact, patents are leading the way with big data and analytics in many ways.
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Big Data and Patents

Big data tools and techniques can be applied to help correct data, extend 
data, and calculate analytics.

Big data is often used to analyze and 
predict the behaviors of participants in a 
system.

Big data is also used to derive insights 
about aggregate information, rather than 
single data points.
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Patent Data

 Technical information 
 Patent publications are at forefront of emerging technologies 
 Patent publications are sometimes first publication of new technologies 

 Business / economic information 
 derived from patenting activity of innovators; analysis of bibliographic data 
 Patents are related to technologies with commercial potential 
 Investment in global protection as indicator for potential patent value 

 Legal information 
 Status in particular jurisdictions (freedom-to-operate) 
 Claims granted in particular jurisdictions
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Patent Data

 All these data make up a very rich and detailed source of information 
about a company’s, but also more and more laboratory’s, technological 
development. 

 They are now easily accessible, and can even be automatically analyzed 
using various, more or less specialized, software. 
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Patent Data Analyses

 Patent information is available as
 Structured data: bibliographic data (metadata)
 Unstructured data: description, claims, sequence listings
 Image data: drawings, chemical formula 

 Data mining: structured data enable an easy
 Statistical analysis 
 Network analysis 

 Text mining of unstructured descriptions/claims/abstracts
 Determining linguistic content/meaning/concepts 
 Similarity between documents
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Patent Analytics Application
In the last two decades, patent analytics methods have been developed in the field of econometrics to 
measure R&D and technology innovation performance in different industry sectors and at varying levels.

 Statistical trend analysis from patent databases 
 Individual value of a patent 
 Efficiency of technology diffusion   
 Specific “generality” and “originality” of a patent

 Patent indicators and technology/product lifecycle
 Data relative to patents is available ahead of the market data 

Patent indicator transitions with respect to the product lifecycle phasesProduct lifecycle phases
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Patent Analytics Application
 Patent indicators and company valuation 

 innovation rate 
 Technological level
 R&D performance 
 financial performance 

 Application to strategic and competitive intelligence 
 Strategic monitoring 
 Technological monitoring 

 Application to patent portfolio management 
 From legal protection to business valuation: defensive strategy v.s. offensive strategy 
 Links between competition environment and patent strategies 
 Product lifecycle and differentiated patent management strategies 
 Patent management at corporate level – from systematic approach to global policy 

 Application to financial analysis and reporting
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Specific Research Applications

Dendritic-cell-based technology landscape

Patent pledge financing based on citation networks 

Drug patent licensing from universities

Pharmaceutical co-innovation network
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Dendritic-cell-based technology landscape: 
insights from patents and citation networks

 Dendritic cells (DCs) are a crucial component of the immune 
system through their high capacity to take up, process and 
present antigens to T cells, by which DCs control an array of 
responses.

 When compared with other antigen-presenting cells 
(APCs), DCs are extremely efficient and can elicit very low 
numbers of T cells to respond, thus they are 
called ‘professional APCs’.

 Ralph Steinman received Nobel Prize 
for Medicine or Physiology 2011 for 
scientific discovery of DCs.

Launching the immune response
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DC-based cancer vaccine

 In 2010, Sipuleucel-T (Provenge, Dendreon
Corp.), the FDA-approved first-in-class DC-
based cancer vaccine, represented a 
milestone for cancer immunotherapy when it 
was approved for the treatment of castration-
resistant prostate cancer.

 This inspired the clinical research and 
development (R&D).

 Dendritic cells (DCs) have several characteristics that 
make them an ideal vehicle for tumor vaccines.
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DC patent collection

 To navigate the hurdles and identify opportunities, we analyzed the DC patent 
landscape based on multiple dimensions of patent information to examine 
main trends in DC-based technology development. 

 we searched the US. Patent and Trademark Office (US. PTO) database for
granted patents that contained “dendritic cell” in patent title, summary or 
claims.

 This search strategy reduced noise and revealed the patents that are most 
related to DCs. 

 Finally, 395 patents issued by the end of 2013 were collected. 
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DC patent landscape analysis

Dendritic cell patenting activity 

Patenting strategy distribution 

Patent assignee diversity 

Patenting citation network 
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Dendritic cell patenting activity 

The number of DC-related patents issued over time

• Disappointing records of 
effectiveness observed in clinical 
trials of DC therapeutic vaccines 
in the earlier period. 

• DC-based research received a 
notable boost and refreshed 
impetus after sipuleucel-T was 
approved as the first DC-based 
cancer vaccine in 2010.
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Dendritic cell patenting activity 

Two-year growth rate of DC patents with comparison to 
related technology areas

• Take patenting activity of
relevant technology areas and overall 
US utility patents as reference. 

• In US. Patent Classification (USPC):  
424 [drug, bioaffecting and body 
treating compositions]  
435 [chemistry: molecular biology 
and microbiology] 

• More obvious fluctuation in the 
growth rate of DC-related patents, 
then follow the general growth rate.
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Patenting strategy distribution 

DC patenting strategy distribution by 2-year cohorts of 
patent granted year

• DC patenting strategy classification:
Upstream technologies:

DCs obtainment and/or enrichment;
Antigen-targeted assays.

Downstream inventions: 
DC-targeted immune modulating 
formulation;
Immune response assessment.

Other limbic products

• The patenting strategies are mutually 
influenced by intrinsic technical bond. 
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Patent assignee diversity 

The ownership of patenting strategies by sectors referring 
to private and public sector.

• All assignees are characterized into 2 
sectors: 
(i) the private sector: privately
held companies, publicly traded 
corporations and individuals;

• (ii) the public sector: government 
agencies and academic or
nonprofit research institutions. 

• 56%: public sector organizations
44%: private sector entities. 

• Private sector entities express
more interest in protocols for 
obtaining or enriching DCs and
downstream immune response 
assessment methods, which are
more accessible in practice than 
basic research. 
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Patent assignee diversity 

The distribution of strategies among the leading assignees related to DC patents. 
★Private entities

• 195 organizations and 
individuals hold patents 
related to DCs (395 patents 
in total). 

• The ownership of DC patents 
is fragmented. No monopoly 
has formed in this research 
field.

• Most leading assignees have 
decentralized patenting 
strategies, while few focus 
on only one patenting 
strategy
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Patenting citation network 

Technology development detected by patent citation networks. 
The node colors represent different patenting strategies. 

Patents involved in disease treatment or prevention information are circled and noted in networks 

• The nodes represent patents, 
and the Edges represent 
citation connections from cited 
patents pointing to citing 
patents. 

• 3 groups with the same 
number
Network in stage 1 was
generated from the citation 
relationships within the first 
group of patents (132);
stage 2  the first and second 
groups (264);
stage 3 all the three groups of 
patents (395) 

• single nodes with no inner 
citations were not included in 
the network. 
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Technology development profiles 
Topological features of three stages of DC-based technology development

Stages Relevant 
patent 
counts 

Connected 
nodes 

Connected 
node ratio 

No. of 
lines 

Average 
degree 

No. of 
components 

Ro 
(public/private) 

Ri 
(public/private) 

1 132 56 0.42 76 1.36 5 2.48 0.91 

2 264 124 0.47 190 1.53 15 1.91 0.90 

3 395 202 0.51 306 1.52 25 1.36 0.79 
 

• The expanding evolution when more relevant patents are granted. 

• Increasing connected node ratio over the 3 stages suggests that newly granted patents depend 
on earlier technologies more widely 

• Ro is the ratio of the sum of the out-degree of patents owned by public assignees to the sum by private 
assignees. 
Ri reflects the relationship between public and private sectors measured by the in-degree. 

• Ro is larger than 1, public sector is the major tech-outputting player, which owns basic inventions that 
are cited by other inventions.

• The gradually decreasing Ro and Ri both signify the weaker influence of public institutions in the 
citation networks. 
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Most-cited dendritic cell patents in networks

Most inner-cited DC related patents (with high out-degree) in network stages. 

Patent No. Granted 
year Assignee Sector 

Network 
position as a 

hub 1 
Patenting strategy Description 2  

5648219 1997 Bristol-Myers Squibb private stage 1,2,3 DCs obtainment and/or 
enrichment 

An immature dendritic cell line may be induced to become an 
activated dendritic cell line. 

5831068 1998 Duke University public stage 1,2 Immune modulating 
formulation 

A method for presenting an antigen in the form of a peptide 
on the surface of a cell to increase the presentation of a 
peptide. 

5851756 1998 The Rockefeller University public stage 1,2,3 DCs obtainment and/or 
enrichment 

A method of producing a population of dendritic cell 
precursors from proliferating cell cultures. 

5853719 1998 Duke University public stage 1,2,3 Immune modulating 
formulation 

Antigen-presenting cells loaded with RNA derived from 
tumors or pathogens. 

5871728 1999 University of Pittsburgh public stage 1 Immune modulating 
formulation 

Immature mammalian dendritic cells propagated in the 
presence of a cytokine are administered to the host mammal 
in advance of transplantation. 

5994126 1999 The Rockefeller University public stage 1,2,3 DCs obtainment and/or 
enrichment 

A method for producing mature dendritic cells in culture from 
the proliferating dendritic cell precursors. 

6080409 2000 Dendreon Corporation private stage 2 Immune modulating 
formulation 

Antigen presenting cells activated by contact with a 
polypeptide complex constructed by joining together a 
dendritic cell-binding protein and a polypeptide antigen. 

6187307 2001 Research Corporation 
Technologies 

private stage 2,3 Immune modulating 
formulation 

Improved semi-allogeneic immunogenic cells acting to 
stimulate and induce an immunological response when 
administered to an individual 

6274378 2001 The Rockefeller University public stage 2,3 DCs obtainment and/or 
enrichment 

An improved method for generating sizable numbers of 
mature dendritic cells from non-proliferating progenitors in 
human blood. 

6835550 2004 Genencor International, Inc private stage 3 Immune response assessment A method for determining a T-cell epitope of a peptide. 
7598031 2009 GeneNews, Inc.  private stage 3 Immune response assessment A method directing to detection and measurement of gene 

transcripts in blood. 
7662558 2010 GeneNews, Inc.  private stage 3 Immune response assessment Compositions for detecting and measuring of gene transcripts 

in blood and use thereof. 
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Dendritic cell patents related to disease 
• DC patents in networks 

display therapeutic 
concerns in various 
diseases that are also 
hotspots among 
academics, such as 
cancer, infection, 
autoimmune disease and 
transplants. 

• Inventions involved in 
cancer and infection, 
mostly to stimulate 
immune responses, show 
the dominant role for  
clinical DC applications 

cancer infection cancer & infection autoimmune diseases
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Conclusion

• The greatest advantage of 
patent data is that they 
represent a direct outcome 
of invention process.

• Citation networks provide a 
dynamic angle for 
examining the development 
of DC patents.

• The landscape exhibits 
patenting activity, technical 
structure, owners and the 
interrelationship of patent 
advances and development 
in DC-based techniques, 
and thus indicates not only 
the exclusive hurdles but 
also implies opportunities 
for developing optimal 
vaccine formulations.
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Specific Research Applications

Dendritic-cell-based technology landscape

Patent pledge financing based on citation network 

Drug patent licensing from universities

Pharmaceutical co-innovation network
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An Empirical Study of Influential Factors of Patent 
Pledge Financing Based on Citation Networks

 1995 Guaranty Law 《擔保法》

 2007 Real Right Law 《物權法》

 2008 the National Intellectual Property Strategy  
Compendium 《國家知識產權戰略綱要》

 2008 The first list of pilot unit of national intellectual 
property pledge financing 

 2010-2015 Patent pledge financing summed to 
160.366 billion CNY in China

 Patent pledge financing Diversifies financing 
channels for enterprises, especially for small 
and medium innovative enterprises.
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Patent pledge

 Patents are valuable assets of innovative 
enterprises and indicate patent owners’ 
competitiveness. 

 The small and medium innovative enterprises 
usually lack physical assets as conventional 
pledge. 

 Financial organizations lack experts and 
knowledge on the patented technology, thus have 
difficulty to valuate it.

 Therefore, research on patent valuation and the 
influential factors of patent pledge financing 
becomes very crucial for patent pledge.

Patents Value
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Patent evaluation

• Income-based method

• Market-based method

• Cost-based method

• Option-based method

 Market-related value
/economic value

 Non-market-related value
/technological value 

• The technological value of a patent 
can be measured through patent 
citation counts; 

• More and more evidence suggests 
that the correlation between the 
technological value of patents and a 
company’s profitability is significantly 
positive (Harhoff, Lanjouw and 
Schankerman, Reitzig, etc.)

• However, pure patent citation counts 
represent only part of the 
technological value.

.
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Data

 2010-2015    376 projects of patent pledge financing in Tianjin (China)

Year No. of projects No. of pledged 
patents

Amount of 
financing (million 

RMB )
2010 28 84 190.70 
2011 32 107 368.90
2012 76 246 873.80
2013 81 384 1088.60 
2014 77 295 1237.85
2015 82 432 1396.81
合計 376 1548 5156.66

The distribution of pledge financing amount of per patent
N
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Conclusions

 Patent citation network maps out the technology of patent pledge financing. 

 This research directly takes patent financing amount as the representative of patent 
value and introduces network-based parameters as the independent variables of 
patent pledge financing regression model. 

 Citation network-based parameters show significant effect on the patent pledge 
financing value. 

 Parameters of original creativity and irreplaceability show patent portfolio’s position in 
technology flow as well make significant effect on the patent pledge financing value. 

 This research objectively determinates the relationship between patent’s technology 
value and economic value, which will promote the application of patent pledge 
financing in middle-small enterprises and diversify their financing pipelines.
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Specific Research Applications

Dendritic-cell-based technology landscape

Patent pledge financing based on citation networks 

Drug patent licensing from universities

Pharmaceutical co-innovation network
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Exploring Patent Licensing from Universities: 
An Empirical Study Based on Patents of New Drugs

University Patents 

 Enactment of Bayh-Dole Act in 1980
 It encourages patenting federal-funded researches and innovations from universities
 Increment of patenting activities for university outcomes
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University patent and new drug development

New Drug Patents in Universities
 Most of new drugs are originally discovered in universities;
 New drug development heavily relies on patent protection;
 Universities fail to develop new drugs even they hold the 

patents.

Licensing of University Patents
 Licensing activities prevail globally;
 Rapid growth in patenting and patent licensing activities in 

universities; 
 Most universities with new drug patents engage in 

licensing activities. 
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Research Objectives

Research question:
 Why do some new drug patents from universities get 

licensed but others do not over the patent stock?

Objectives:

 (1) To explore what influence the licensing likelihood of 
new drug patents from universities;

 (2) To provide pertinent implications for research and 
practice.
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Patents licensing activities

Institutional factors:
 TTO and TLO Effectiveness
 University-Industry Collaboration

Individual factors:
 Additional follow-up research 
 Percent of funding from industry

Influential factors:
 Imperfectness of licensing market
 Patent quality
 Degree of patent protection
 Licensing experience
 Licensor profile

*Survey-based data 
*Case study
*Research on the basis of supply side

*Fail to identify licensing propensity
*Patents from multiple industries

Spotlights of our research

For universities For firms

 IMS Lifecycle database
 New drug industry
 On the basis of demand perspective
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Establishment of Potential Determinants

 Measured by “average number of forward citations on each granted patent during 3 years before
sample patent granted to university”

 Invite more attractiveness (Halo effect)
 Gain more exposure
 Patents look more credible

(1) University technological capability

(2)University research breadth

(3)Research age

 Measured by “number of different US patent classes in the patents that were granted to
university within 3 years before sample patent”

 The technological scope of research outcomes on patenting activities.
 Broader range of research more likely to produce high quality patents.

 Measured by “Year of sample patent granted minus year of the first patent at the same US class
granted to University”

 It reflects the time that licensor invest on the specific research area.
 Longer the research age is, the higher quality of the research outcomes.

University level variables
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Establishment of Potential Determinants

 Measured by “Number of Patent Offices that granted the sample patent to university ”

 It reflects the extent to a patent recognized by various authorities
 Improve its visibility through multiple patent offices
 Receive intensive patent protection

(4) Patent recognition

(5)Patent original influence

(6)Patent complexity

 Measured by “ratio of non-self forward citations to forward citations”

 Indicator of patent value and importance
 It mirrors technological diffusion and inherent influence to outsiders.

 Measured by “Number of claims made on sample patent ”

 Complexity may reflects patent value

Patent level variables
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Establishment of Potential Determinants

 Measured by “Numbers of indications related to sample patent”

 It reflects potential spectrum of disease treatments
 It may implies higher chances of successful commercialization, attracting to potential licensees

(7)Drug indications

(8)Drug focus
 Measured by “1 if the drug related to sample patent claims for

chronic disease treatment, 0 otherwise ”

 New drugs for chronic disease treatment may gain more profit,
which probably is more attractive to potential licensees

 It refers to classification of WHO and NYCDC.

Drug level variables
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Data and process

R&D Focus 
IMS Database Search criteria: Licensor 

is like university, 
college, institution

1386 New 
drugs items Identify items 

containing patent

428 Items with 
patent information

Patent number
Standardization*

369 New drugs with 
US patent number 
retrieved 

142Licensed patents; 
227Unlicensed patents Grouping

Patent-level 
variables

University-level 
variables

Drug-level 
variables

Correlation and 
Regression analysis
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Model

푦 = 훽 푥 + 훽 푥 + 훽 푥 + ∁ (1)

풚풍풖풑 represents license-in decision for university patents p between 
licensee l and university u; x_university, x_patent, and x_drug, indicate variables 
of university-level, patent-level, and drug level characteristics, respectively.

푦′ = 1	푤ℎ푒푛	푦 > 푦 	∀푝 ∈ 푃, 0	표푡ℎ푒푟푤푖푠푒 (2)
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Data Descriptive Statistics

 Factor   Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

1 Licensing status  0.38 0.49 0 1 

2 University technological capability 
Sample patents 10.21 13.77 0.00 177.74 
Licensed patents 14.49 17.76 0 177.74 

3 University research breadth 
Sample patents 7.79 4.87 0 53 
Licensed patents 9.29 5.85 0 53 

4 University research age 
Sample patents 22.45 8.85 1.50 42.67 
Licensed patents 20.50 8.05 2 41.50 

5 Patent recognition 
Sample patents 5.11 4.43 1 21 
Licensed patents 6.82 5.01 1 21 

6 Patent original influence 
Sample patents 0.44 0.45 0.00 1.00 
Licensed patents 0.58 0.42 0 1 

7 Patent complexity 
Sample patents 18.02 15.65 0 127 
Licensed patents 21.36 18.09 0 102 

8 Drug indications 
Sample patents 2.88 2.61 1 33 
Licensed patents 3.76 3.70 1 33 

9 Drug focus 
Sample patents 0.57 0.50 0 1 

Licensed patents 0.58 0.50 0 1 
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Correlation of variables

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 Licensing status 1
2 University technological capability 0.25*** 1
3 University research breadth 0.24*** 0.20** 1
4 University research age -0.18** -0.20** 0.25** 1
5 Patent recognition 0.31*** 0.03 0.09 -0.02 1
6 Patent original influence 0.26** 0.17** 0.10 -0.29** 0.12* 1
7 Patent complexity 0.17** 0.03 0.16** 0.00 0.08 0.11* 1
8 Drug indications 0.27** 0.16** 0.10 -0.06 0.14** 0.09 -0.02 1
9 Drug focus 0.00 -0.04 0.03 0.04 -0.07 -0.08 -0.14** 0.07 1

Notes: *denotes significance at 5% level, ** denotes significance at 1% level, *** denotes significance at 0.1% level
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Regression of three level variables

variables Regression
1 2 3 4

University technological 
capability

0.0266* (1.0270) 0.0266* (1.0270) 0.0262* (1.0266)

University research breadth 0.1225*** (1.1303) 0.1491*** (1.1607) 0.1312*** (1.1402)
University research age -0.0495** (0.9517) -0.0619*** (0.9400) -0.055** (0.9464)
Patent recognition 0.1366*** (1.1464) 0.1334*** (1.1428) 0.1325*** (1.1417)
Patent original influence 0.6567* (1.9285) 1.0448*** (2.8430) 0.6069* (1.8347)
Patent complexity 0.0187* (1.0189) 0.0223** (1.0225) 0.0221* (1.0223)
Drug indications 0.3957*** (1.4855) 0.3612*** (1.4350) 0.3798*** (1.4620)
Drug focus -0.1147 (1.1215) -0.1138 (0.8924) -0.1480 (0.8624)
statistics
Log-Likelihood 393.0057 402.8909 401.88225 366.3974 
Wald Chi-squared 96.8658*** 88.8949*** 89.9034*** 125.3883*** 
Pseudo R-squared 0.3145 0.2908 0.2937 0.3913 
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Implications and conclusion

 Resemble study must 
consider the industry specific 
variables

 Patent original influence 
removes the citation noise 
from citation stock

Conclusion  Our findings confirmed patent quality remains substantial for successful licensing 
activities of new drug patents from universities;

 University level variables, including research capability, research breadth and 
research age have significant impact on the likelihood of patent licensing 
agreements;

 Drug indications also influence the possibility of licensing activities in universities.

 Patent quality is still a foremost 
characteristic for licensing 
activity.

 Engagement in research 
capability and research breadth

 Scientifically building more 
potential drug indications for 
new drug regarding specific 
patents 

For research For practice
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Specific Research Applications

Dendritic-cell-based technology landscape

Patent pledge financing based on citation networks 

Drug patent licensing from universities

Pharmaceutical co-innovation network
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Pharmaceutical Co-Innovation Network: 
Global Patterns and the Role of China

 Collaboration becomes increasingly important in new 
drug development, due to:
• the rapid development of science and technology;
• the growing complexity of the

drug discovery process
• higher uncertainty surrounding R&D 
• the escalating costs of innovation

 “Open innovation” model in pharmaceutical industry 
to access external sources required for drug 
development
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Global pharmaceutical innovation

US, Euro and JP with high innovative capability Emerging area with catch-up capability
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Objectives

 To investigate the dynamics of innovation landscape in pharmaceutical 
sector identify changing role of different countries via collaborative 
innovation network composed of co-inventorship on new drug patents.

 To analyze the role of China within the global co-innovation network.

Innovation Assessment

Indicator: PatentUS Pharmaceutical  Market

Global Pharmaceutical Innovation US NDA US Pharmaceutical Patents

Global Pharmaceutical Market

Pharmaceutical innovation
achievement & development

Global Pharmaceutical
Innovation network

Pharmaceutical 
Patents in USPTO

Framework
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Data and Analysis

• New drugs 
marketed in US 

Drugs@FDA

• Pharmaceutical 
Patents 

FDA Orange 
Book • Co-Inventors of 

Patents 

USPTO
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Social network analysis

The ratio of the degree of a 
node and the maximum degree 
in a network of the same size 
(i.e., the total number of edges 
connected to a node)

Degree Centrality

The fraction of geodesic paths 
between any pair of vertices on 
which this vertex lies. It is 
measured by the frequency of 
one actor positioned on the 
shortest path between other 
groups of actors arranged in 
pairs.

Closeness Centrality

The inverse of the mean 
geodesic distance (i.e., the 
mean length of the shortest 
path) from this vertex to every 
other vertex in a connected 
graph

Betweenness Centrality
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Descriptive results

 2799 patents of 1850 new drugs
 During 1996-2015
 27 countries from five continents

Continents Countries
Asia Japan, China, India, Israel, Korea

Europe
United Kingdom, Germany, Switzerland, France, Netherland, 
Italy, Spain, Sweden, Austria, Belgium, Finland, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Ireland, Poland, Norway

Oceania Australia
North America United States, Canada, Panama
South America Argentina
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Global pharmaceutical co-innovation network

2001-20051996-2000
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Global pharmaceutical co-innovation network

2011-20152006-2010
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Total new drugs vs. NME drugs

United States Germany United Kingdom Rest of the world
Degree
Total new drugs 14.44% 12.22% 13.33% 60.01%
NME 16.44% 15.07% 12.33% 56.16%
Difference 1.99% 2.85% -1.00% -3.85%
Betweenness
Total new drugs 32.49% 17.51% 24.91% 25.09%
NME 36.94% 20.99% 21.03% 21.03%
Difference 4.45% 3.48% -3.88% -4.06%
Closeness
Total new drugs 3.13% 3.14% 3.13% 90.59%
NME 2.74% 2.76% 2.79% 91.71%
Difference -0.39% -0.39% -0.34% 1.12%

Centrality percentage of countries in pharmaceutical co-innovation network: Total 
new drugs vs. NME drugs (2011-2015)
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Changes of the U.S. Position

The centrality shares of the United States in global drug innovation networks

Drug coverage Periods Degree Betweenness Closeness

Total new drugs 1996-2000 26.47% 56.96% 2.68%

2001-2005 28.00% 68.76% 2.52%

2006-2010 16.22% 35.23% 2.47%

2011-2015 14.44% 32.49% 3.13%

New Molecular Entity 1996-2000 29.17% 63.83% 4.16%

2001-2005 25.00% 57.45% 4.35%

2006-2010 22.50% 55.01% 3.87%

2011-2015 16.44% 36.94% 2.74%

The dominance of the U.S. declines in the global innovation network
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Evolution of the co-innovation network

Indicator 1996–2000 2001–2005 2006–2010 2011-2015
Number of nodes 26 26 26 27
Number of edges 35 45 63 77
Number of collaborations 3100 4243 4852 15656
Density 0.081 0.138 0.191 0.177
Clustering coefficient 0.379 0.437 0.414 0.427
Average path length 2.264 2.11 2.246 2.043
Average degree 2.333 3.462 4.769 4.786
Number of nodes with 
higher than average 
degree (%) 13(50.0%) 12(46.2%) 10(38.46%) 11(40.74%)

Changing cohesion in the global pharmaceutical networks

The cohesion among participant countries has been enhancing in the 
global pharmaceutical innovation.
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Centrality of countries

Country Degree Country Closeness Country Betweenness
United States 13 United Kingdom 0.407 United States 60.75
United Kingdom 12 United States 0.403 United Kingdom 46.583
Germany 11 Germany 0.397 Germany 32.75
Switzerland 7 Switzerland 0.327 Netherlands 23.833
France 7 France 0.303 France 14.333
Netherlands 6 Japan 0.268 Canada 3.667
Canada 5 Canada 0.238 Spain 1.833
Japan 5 Italy 0.224 Sweden 1.667
Italy 4 Netherlands 0.198 Switzerland 1.583
Spain 3 Spain 0.146 Japan 0
Sweden 3 Sweden 0.129 Italy 0
Australia 2 Australia 0.118 Australia 0
Australia 2 Finland 0.118 Finland 0
Belgium 2 China 0.094 China 0
China 2 Austria 0.077 Austria 0
Finland 2 Belgium 0.073 Belgium 0

Centrality of countries in the global pharmaceutical network (2011-2015)
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Evolution of centrality shares
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Conclusion

 The shift of global collaborative innovation network in pharmaceutical sector 
reduces the dominance of the United States but strength the collaborative 
innovation position of Europe significantly in pharmaceutical sector, 
collectively making a substantial impact on the network. 

 China, with a few innovation outputs, did not win a decent position within 
network while it invested heavily in pharmaceutical R&D activity
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